The Internet of Things (IoT) which creates a hyper-connected society is playing a major role in the 4th industrial revolution. The IoT is being leveraged across various fields of business globally and the number of IoT devices is causing serious security concerns. Since the firmware update of an IoT device is necessary for its lifecycle, secure firmware update of the IoT device is being brought as the first step in IoT security. The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) Software Updates for Internet of Things (SUIT) working group has started to specify a software update architecture for IoT devices. However, the current SUIT working group adopts a traditional client-server model to distribute firmware images, which potentially causes security risks. The current approach of the SUIT working group is unable to solve a targeting issue and an author-disappearing issue, which is suggested in this paper. Therefore, in this work, we introduce a distributed firmware update architecture based on the SUIT firmware update architecture applying blockchain. Our update architecture can prevent the issues we concern through the characteristics of blockchain, such as decentralization, transparency, and irreversibility. The blockchain network has registration nodes that process registration of manifest and firmware image files from authors, and retrieval nodes that process downloading manifest and firmware image files. The firmware image files are stored in a distributed file system and the hash values of firmware image chunks are stored on the blockchain with manifest files. The proposed architecture in this paper enables the irreversible downloads even in the author-disappearing state and tolerant to a single point of failure.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) implies the status of network connection for interactions between things of human beings via embedded communication systems. The IoT is used in a very wide range of fields as it provides close connections between things and humans. Even though IoT technology is being expeditiously improved as a key technology in Industry 4.0, the security risks of IoT devices are concerned. IoT devices operate with low computing power using micro controller units (MCUs) for weight lightening, but this lightweight computing characteristic of the IoT device accompanies security limits.
A firmware update offers a new service or security patch to IoT devices. Since it is necessarily required for the IoT device, the recent cyber-attacks are focused on the firmware level. As the result, numerous researches for secure firmware The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Giovanni Pau .
updates have been conducted recently [1] , [2] . The firmware update failures occur due to network issues or cyber-attacks. The supports for integrity and authentication of the firmware images thus required. The Software Updates for Internet of Things (SUIT) working group of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is on a process of creating standards for an IoT firmware update architecture and firmware manifest file. The traditional client-server model that uses a centralized database which is an easy and high-value target for various kinds of attacks. An attack on a server can violate the availability of all data stored on the server. Also, firmware updates for IoT devices are vulnerable against an author-disappearing issue that the IoT device manufacturers or firmware vendors are unable to provide firmware updates in time due to cyber-attacks or disappearing due to their funding problems.
Blockchain ensures that every node stores the same data based on an append-only distributed ledger, which provides integrity, decentralization, and irreversibility. In this paper, we propose a distributed SUIT firmware update architecture, which is based on blockchain. The proposed architecture is designed to provide a secure firmware update and also to address the author-disappearing issue.
The remainder of this paper is as follows: In Section II, the current SUIT architectures, blockchain, and existing blockchain-based firmware update architectures are explained. In Section III, we introduce our blockchain-based distributed firmware update architecture. Then, we present comparison results of the proposed architecture with the existing blockchain-based firmware update architecture in Section IV. In Section V, we conclude this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing firmware updates are mostly executed in client-server architecture form. A server takes a charge of centralized management of the whole data in a client-server model. This leads a server to be a vulnerable target for an adversary. In addition, if excessive request from rapidly increasing IoT devices overwhelm the server, update processes can be failed. In recent years, blockchain, a distributed ledger offering decentralization, integrity and irreversibility of data has been considered as a mean to solve the limitations of client-server architecture and guarantee integrity of the firmware images.
A. BLOCKCHAIN
The concept of blockchain first appeared in the Bitcoin white paper written by Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008 [3] . Blockchain technology has gained substantial attention with a departure from the previous centralized network model. It enables that every participating node can verify, append, and store the data without any centralized entities. After the appearance of the Bitcoin, many kinds of cryptocurrencies have emerged based on blockchain [4] . The researches on security threats and mitigations of the blockchain are being actively conducted [5] .
The operation process of blockchain in the Bitcoin system is as follows. First, when a new transaction has occurred, it is broadcasted to every node. Then, full nodes verify the transaction with a digital signature. After the verification, the full nodes store the transaction in their memory pools. Then, the full nodes decide one block at regular intervals through a result of an agreed consensus algorithm [6] . The result of the consensus algorithm is then broadcasted to all nodes in the Bitcoin system, and the nodes link the result (i.e., the new block) to their own ledger. In the respect that every node contributes to consensus for creating new blocks and maintaining the same distributed ledger, blockchain ensures the transparency of transactions.
Every block has an own hash value for its identification and each block is linked through a previous block hash stored in the block header. Transaction IDs are paired and hashed, constructing a merkle tree. The root hash maintained in a block header and guarantees integrity of whole transactions stored in the block. Fig. 1 shows an example of a merkle tree structure ensuring integrity of the transactions in the Bitcoin system [7] . 
B. ARCHITECTURE TYPES OF BLOCKCHAIN
The blockchain platform can be divided into permissoinless and permissioned [8] . The permissionless platform includes a public blockchain (e.g., Bitcoin) in which every consisting node can participate to the network. The permissioned platform includes a private blockchain (e.g., Hyperledger Fabric) and a consortium blockchain. The private blockchain has a structure that a specific operator manages an authority service for all nodes. The consortium blockchain has a structure in which a plurality of organizations forms several private blockchain networks. Table 1 describes the features and illustrates the public, consortium, and private blockchain network.
C. SUIT FIRMWARE UPDATE ARCHITECTURE
The IETF SUIT working group is developing the firmware update architecture for IoT devices and manifest files for firmware updates at the IETF standardization organization [9] , [10] . A server that firmware and manifest files are VOLUME 8, 2020 uploaded is called a firmware server in the SUIT architecture. The manifest is a file that contains metadata about the firmware image. A manufacturer produces IoT devices or a vendor develops the firmware and manifest files are called authors.
The firmware update process is as follows: First, an author creates manifest and firmware file, signs them, and upload to the firmware server. The IoT device then queries the firmware server for the manifest and firmware file. When the firmware server sends the manifest and firmware file in order, the files verified each and downloaded.
If a firmware update is aborted or an IoT device fails to download the latest version of firmware, the IoT devices are considered as a vulnerable device due to lack of security services or secure patch, which may lead the IoT devices to be exposed to an attack. Therefore, the firmware update is a crucial security process for the IoT devices. However, the traditional client-server architecture leads to serious overload. Plus, if a server is attacked or goes down, all clients that need to get a firmware image from the server are exposed to threats. Figure 2 shows the SUIT architecture that adopts the client-server model.
D. BLOCKCAHIN-BAESD FIRMWARE UPDATES
Here, we introduce and analyze the existing studies of blockchain-based firmware updates. The paper written by Lee and Lee [1] was the first paper that suggests a blockchain-based firmware update for IoT devices. The architecture suggested in the paper consists of request node, response nodes, and verifying nodes. A verification node is directly managed by a manufacturer and always aware of the latest version of the firmware. A request node sends its firmware version to a verifying node, then the verifying node compares the version of the firmware whether the requested firmware version is the latest. If the version of the requested device's firmware is not the latest, the request node requests again to a neighbor node (besides verifying nodes). Between the request node and the response node, a node that has an older version of firmware downloads the firmware from the counterpart node. The repetition of this comparison process finally leads all nodes to be updated.
However, the architecture proposed in the paper has limitations that the blockchain network consists of IoT devices as nodes and applies a consensus algorithm that requires heavy resource consumption such as Proof-of-Work (PoW). As IoT devices operate with limited resources, it is difficult to perform such a consensus algorithm and digital signature verification. In addition, the architecture only supports updates from one manufacturer, so a countermeasure for multiple vendors is demanded.
2) SCHEME 2 BY A. Boudguiga et al.
The paper was proposed in 2017 by Boudguiga et al. [11] . The update procedure suggested in this paper is as follows. A manufacturer selects the IoT devices to update and uploads the software to the manufacturer's web portal. The IoT devices receive an update notification from the manufacturer.
The suggested architecture offers two methods of the firmware update. The first method is that manufacturers upload the firmware binaries within the transaction and issue the transaction to the blockchain network. In this case, the size of blocks will get larger, but the firmware binaries are preserved eternally. Another method is configuring innocuousness nodes which are very reliable (e.g., nodes affiliated to a national agency or security company). In the second case, manufacturers do not put firmware binaries within the transaction, but innocuousness nodes get the firmware binaries directly from manufacturers to check integrity or bugs of the firmware file.
However, this architecture has drawbacks that the block size becomes larger as the manufacturers transmit the firmware binaries in transactions to the blockchain network.
3) SCHEME 3 BY A. Yohan AND N. Lo
The paper was proposed by A. Yohan and N. Lo in 2018 [12] . A vendor repository and a broker repository are storing firmware binaries and associated firmware information. A broker repository distributes the traffic overhead of vendor repositories. Vendor nodes, full nodes, and light nodes are constituting of a blockchain network for the firmware update. When a vendor repository announces the latest firmware to the vendor node, it deploys a smart contract requesting full nodes to verify the latest firmware. When the verification is completed, gateway nodes find the devices belong to the manufacturer through the gateways and sends URI to the gateway. The gateway downloads the firmware binary from the vendor repository and distribute the firmware binary to the devices.
However, this architecture arouses concerns about excessive traffic and costs because the manufacturers must deploy smart contracts whenever they distribute new firmware files or duplicate firmware files to the broker nodes. In addition, an update failure may occur if the gateway is compromised.
III. DISTRIBUTED FIRMWARE UPDATE ARCHITECTURE
The blockchain-based firmware update architecture brought up in this paper is based on the firmware architecture model currently being standardized by the IETF SUIT.
The proposed architecture contains a blockchain network that can distribute firmware files in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) manner without using a firmware server [13] , [14] . The manifest file is distributed through the blockchain network and contains a unique hash value of the firmware file. The firmware files are stored in a distributed file system and the hash values of firmware images are stored in the blockchain. Since IoT devices have very limited computational resources, we ensure that all verifications are performed by blockchain nodes, not IoT devices. In order to solve the bottleneck problem in the blockchain network, registration and retrieval nodes are configured in our architecture. The following entities are defined in the proposed architecture.
• Author: An author is a manufacturer produces IoT devices or a vendor develops the firmware and the manifest files. An author has to upload the manifest file and the firmware image to the blockchain network to distribute.
• IoT Device: An IoT device can be any IoT products operating with MCUs, sensors or actuators [10] . An IoT device needs the manifest file and the firmware image to be updated.
• Registration Node: A registration node is a blockchain node that handles the author's registration. An author should be registered to the blockchain network via registration nodes to upload the manifest and firmware image files.
• Retrieval Node: A retrieval node is a blockchain node that handles IoT devices downloading manifest and firmware image files via URIs contained in the manifest file.
• General Node: A general node is a normal node constituting the blockchain network besides registration nodes and a retrieval nodes.
• Blockchain Nodes: Blockchain nodes mean all of the nodes constituting the blockchain network, which are registration nodes, retrieval nodes, and general nodes. Blockchain nodes can be separated into two different types that are author nodes and non-author nodes. The author node is a blockchain node which is managed by the author, and the non-author node is a blockchain node which is a voluntary or a selected node that certified by the author. The distribution file system for firmware images are configured with blockchain nodes. Every node constructing the blockchain network performs the designated role as a blockchain node. The firmware image files stored distributed on the blockchain network. The IoT devices are required to have a public key or a pre-shared key of the device's author. Figure 3 shows the proposed decentralized firmware update architecture based on blockchain. 
A. PROCEDURE DESCRIPTION
We explain the procedure of our architecture with Figure 4 .
1) AUTHOR REGISTRATION
The manifest file contains the firmware information and a URI for downloading the firmware image which is the firmware binary of a complete software or a subset of a software. When an author creates a manifest file and a firmware image, the first step is to request to the registration nodes for uploading the firmware files to the blockchain network. Thus, an author should create a registration request transaction.
2) REGISTRATION CHECK
A registration node checks whether the author already has been registered by the author ID and public key from the request transaction. If the author's request is the first time, the author ID should be registered. The blockchain nodes then validate the manifest file with the author's public key or pre-shred key in the transaction.
3) MANIFEST STORED ON THE BLOCKCHAIN
As the manifest file gets verified and stored on the blockchain, the manifest file can never be deleted or tampered; in other words, it become irreversible. Furthermore, integrity of the manifest file itself is guaranteed. A manifest integrity is crucial as it contains the unique hash value and other information about the firmware image.
4) FIRMWARE IMAGE STORED ON THE DISTRIBUTED FILE SYSTEM
Firmware images registered and verified in Step (2) are stored distributed in the P2P-based file system such as IPFS [15] . The hash values of the firmware image chunks are stored on the blockchain.
5) IOT DEVICES PERIODICALLY CHECK THE FIRMWARE VERSION
The IoT devices check the blockchain network periodically. A blockchain node responds the latest firmware version released by the device's author. Then, the IoT device compares the firmware version it has now, and the latest firmware version released by the author. If the firmware version that the IoT device owns is older, the IoT device requests for the latest manifest file to the retrieval node. Note that this process can be operated by a specific device operator such as status tracker as in existing SUIT architecture [10] .
6) MANIFEST DOWNLOADS
After the IoT devices request for the manifest file, the retrieval node responds to the request by sending the manifest file that was stored on the blockchain network to the requesting IoT device. We assume that the retrieval node and the IoT device have a trust relationship so that the manifest or firmware image files sent from a retrieval node to an IoT device are securely protected.
7) FIRMWARE DOWNLOADS
The retrieval node sends the manifest file to the IoT device in Step (6) and then downloads the distributed firmware image from the neighbor nodes with the information stored in the manifest. The blockchain nodes verify the downloaded firmware image with the public key or a pre-shared key of an author. The data sent from the retrieval node to the IoT device should be securely protected. Each transaction should contain its transaction type number as a transaction identifier. Note that transaction can be formed in variable ways by platforms. The compositions that each transaction contains are presented in Table 2 .
C. SAFETY MITIGATION
Our proposed architecture is able to mitigate 'targeting issue' and 'author-disappearing issue' which can occured in the existing SUIT architecture. The description of each issues is as follows.
• Targeting Issue: In the client-server model, a server manages all the data it stores, so a firmware file can be forged into a malicious file before distributed. An adversary may also delete the latest firmware file before distributed if the server is stolen. An adversary may also delete the latest firmware file. The traditional client-server structure offers a highly efficient and valued target for adversaries since the attack on a server can damage every IoT device requesting firmware update to the server. In addition, as the number of IoT devices increases exponentially, the firmware update requests may not be properly processed by the server due to the server overload [16] . This centralized condition provides easier environment for an adversary to conduct a network attack such as distributed denial of service attack.
• Author-Disappearing Issue: Authors distributing firmware are not guaranteed to be permanent. Authors may disappear due to cyber-attacks or funding problems. If the author disappears before an IoT device downloads the latest version of firmware released, the IoT device will never be able to update the firmware indefinitely. This issue can lead damage of notorious cyber-attacks more serious. For example, if the latest version of firmware image contains a patch for the recent cyber attack, an attacker could make author disappeared and prevent the firmware download permanently to maintain the IoT devices vulnerable. Also, this issue means that companies with less funding power are more likely to be attacked. This issue must be resolved because it can lead to financial polarization in terms of security and hinder the development of the IoT firmware industry. Both issues are single points of failure and our proposed architecture mitigate these issues with the characteristics of blockchain such as decentralization. integrity, and irreversibility of data.
The decentralization architecture provided by the blockchain network resolves the targeting issue. Every node shares a same ledger in the blockchain network. Therefore, a targeting attack on a particular node does not act as a single point failure. Also, even if some malicious nodes send unneeded transactions repeatedly, the transactions will be distributed to the blockchain nodes by their roles. The registration nodes and retrieval nodes in our proposed architecture enable efficient distribution, and prevent bottleneck problem. In addition, if any nodes send same transactions or unverifiable transactions repeatedly, a function that determine the node as a malicious node through the consensus of the blockchain nodes can be added.
If a server operated or managed by an IoT device manufacturer or a firmware image vendor disappears due to cyber-attacks or funding problems, all data stored on the server also become unavailable. However, the proposed architecture ensures integrity and irreversibility for the hash values of the firmware image and manifest files stored on the blockchain so that provides a permanent download of firmware images even after the author is disappeared. This resolution can function differently in the consortium blockchain and the private blockchain.
• Consortium Blockchain: The consortium blockchain is operated jointly by several authors. Therefore, even if the author disappearing issue occurs in the consortium blockchain architecture, the nodes that linked to other co-authors and the non-author nodes of disappeared author retain their firmware and manifest files. The remaining nodes therefore provide irreversible download after the author-disappearing issue. Figure 5 shows the resolution of an author-disappearing issue in the consortium blockchain.
• Private Blockchain: The private blockchain is suitable for large enterprises that are responsible for managing numerous types of devices to manage and reserved VOLUME 8, 2020 enough credibility. In the private blockchain, if the author node are disappeared, the blockchain network only consists of non-author nodes. Therefore, a sufficient number of non-author nodes must be guaranteed. In other words, all different types of firmware images of the author should be able to be downloaded only from the non-author nodes. Figure 6 shows the resolution when an author-disappearing issue occurs in the private blockchain.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this section, we provide comparison results between existing blockchain-based firmware update architectures and our architecture in Table 3 . In our proposed architecture, we do not require to apply smart contracts. However, Scheme 3 applies smart contracts that can incur excessive traffic and cost. Also, the proposed architecture does not require the IoT devices to be operated as part of the blockchain network. On the other hand, Scheme 1 is consisting of the blockchain network with IoT devices even though performing verification and consensus algorithms as blockchain nodes require immoderate computing power for IoT devices. Also, Scheme 1 applies the PoW consensus algorithm which requires too many resources.
As the number and types of IoT devices have increased, the number of firmware files that vendors have to manage, or register is also getting expanded. If a firmware file is uploaded and all corresponding devices request for downloads at once, firmware uploads from some other vendors would fail. Therefore, the proposed architecture configures the registration node and the retrieval node to prevent this bottleneck issue.
The architecture we propose in this paper suggests both private and consortium depending on the size of the company. In other words, the proposed architecture supports both single-manufacturer architecture, and multi-vendors architecture. But, Scheme 1 suggests an architecture that is only suitable for a single vendor. Since the number of manufacturer or vendors are rapidly growing, firmware update architectures should support multi-vendors.
There are various platforms in the blockchain platform, depending on the network architecture or the type of supporting language. However, PoW-based blockchain platforms take too much time due to very low transaction throughput and 6 confirmation [17] . Besides, blockchain platforms in public environments are more vulnerable than the permissioned blockchain because the blockchain participants have the right to read, write data, and create blocks [18] .
The architecture proposed in this paper has a low risk of server targeting attacks because the firmware images are stored distributed on the blockchain network. However, Schemes 1, 2 and 3 store the firmware images in the cloud or storage managed by the manufacturers in centralized architecture. Therefore, Scheme 1, 2 and 3 are vulnerable to server targeting attacks. Furthermore, the centralized management of data is not immune to the author-disappearing issue. Scheme 2 is immune depend on cases because only the first of the two methods proposed in Scheme 2 stores the firmware binaries in the blockchain. In our proposed architecture, the author-disappearing issue is solved through distributed storage in the blockchain network.
V. CONCLUSION
The IoT technology, which realizes a hyper-connected society through the interaction of things and humans, is regarded as a core technology of the 4th Industrial Revolution. However, there is a lot of concern in terms of security because of its low computing power. Since the firmware update for IoT devices must be performed to the IoT devices, the secure firmware update is necessarily required. In this paper, we stated a decentralized firmware update architecture based on blockchain. The expressed architecture can distribute network load and guarantee integrity of firmware images. The blockchain network presented in this paper consists of registration nodes that process registration of manifest and firmware image files from authors, and retrieval nodes that process downloading manifest and firmware image files. The firmware files are stored in the distributed file system and the hash values of the files downloaded are stored on the blockchain. It can also resolve the server targeting and author-disappearing issues. For future work, we would like to design specific message procedures for the transactions. Also, we look forward to implementing the architecture in both private and consortium blockchain and obtain performance evaluation and security analysis. SEOYUN CHOI is currently pursuing the bachelor's degree in computer engineering with Sangmyung University, Cheonan, South Korea. She is also a Research Assistant with the Protocol Engineering Laboratory, Sangmyung University. Her research interests include protocol engineering, network security, and blockchians.
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